Good News!

Gateway Bookbinding Systems Ltd. is excited to announce our formal global expansion and partnership with MKM, S.L. and the formation of PLASTIKOIL® Europe.

Gateway Bookbinding (Winnipeg, Canada) has been in business for over 50+ years with our PLASTIKOIL® product and equipment line. Gateway is recognized as the ‘Plastic Spiral Experts’. MKM (Pamplona, Spain) has been manufacturing and representing the PLASTIKOIL® product and equipment line in Spain and Portugal since 2001.

In response to the ever-growing European market, Gateway and MKM have created PLASTIKOIL® Europe, a centralized production hub and equipment warehouse to service the European mainland and countries of Northern Africa.

MKM’s current filament extrusion and coil manufacturing capacity now enables them to manufacture PLASTIKOIL® under license. MKM’s extensive knowledge and experience with the PLASTIKOIL® equipment line provides the customer base with a trained technical support team that will be maintaining an extensive inventory of PLASTIKOIL® equipment and parts.

Gateway will continue to develop new equipment and product technologies while simultaneously enabling MKM to improve distribution channels for all PLASTIKOIL® products. The European and North African customer base will see the benefits of a reliable supply line of consistent, high-quality plastic spiral binding and filaments, with full easy access to the PLASTIKOIL® equipment, parts and ongoing service.

Both companies remain independently owned and operated.

For more information – please visit www.plastikoileurope.com